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This is your main birth chart shown in the North Indian Yantra Style.   There are twelve houses.  Each house governs
different affairs of life.  Each house has a sign occupying it and shaping it.  The topmost triangle is the First House.  The
houses then proceed to the left, counter-clockwise, as the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and so on.  The sign occupying the first house
is know as the Ascendent, Lagna or "Rising Sign".  You have Gemini Rising.   Each house has a symbol near it's outer
edge which is the symbol for the sign occupying that house.  The signs are actual constellations visible in the night sky.
The planets are always somewhere amongst these constellations.  Your chart is the positions of the planets in the sky at
the time of your birth.  By noting the positions of the planets in the Signs and Houses as shown above, your readings
take shape.
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May our thoughts be divine !
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The Horoscope of
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English Descriptions of the Basic Placements in the Vedic Horoscope
 Belonging to Sample Chart

Provided by:  Himalaya Vedic World        +91-9760678037 !"#$%&' ($ )*+,-+.,)/ 0% ).12)

Below is a basic description of the main components of your chart.  Memorizing these points about your chart will give you the
ability to describe it to any astrologer say at a party, or over the phone.  These are the main points that any Vedic Astrologer would
need to know before discussing your chart.  The zodiac is a belt of stars that surrounds the equator of the Earth and is divided into
twelve major divisions of space each being 30 degrees of the total 360 degrees of space surrounding the Earth.  At the time you were
born, one of these twelve signs was visible in space on the Eastern Horizon from the place you were born.  This "rising sign" sets up
the basic structure of your chart and is very important.  It is a physical fact that the exact zodiac sign specified in your Vedic chart
was actually rising on the Eastern Horizon as seen from the city of your birth.  Also, the positions of the planets given in your chart
were actually exactly where the planets were at the time of your birth.  Counting the zodiac signs from your rising sign sets up the
houses of the chart.  Each sign is ruled by one of the planets, who is then called the lord of that sign.  Since each sign is in their order
one of the houses then each planet becomes therefore lord of a house.  Actually, most planets rule two houses each, except the Sun
and the Moon, which rule only one each.  Each house stands for different affairs of life, and the lord of the house carries that aspects
of life with it wherever it has gone to in the chart.  For example, the lord of the 9th house carries with it the ability to grant fortunes,
so the house it goes to in any chart is greatly benefited.  Therefore, if the lord of the 9th house is in your 2nd house, which rules your
bank balance situation, then it grants an increase in fortune there, meaning it is a good placement for wealth.  Now let's list out your
basic placements:

You have Gemini rising.   This is also called "your Ascendant" or "your rising sign", and in India it is
called your "lagna" pronounced "lug-na".  Since the signs always proceed in a set order from the rising
sign, you thus have Cancer in your 2nd house, Leo in your 3rd house, Virgo in your 4th house, Libra in
your 5th house, Scorpio in your 6th house, Sagittarius in your 7th house, Capricorn in your 8th house,
Aquarius in your 9th house, Pisces in your 10th house, Aries in your 11th house, and Taurus in your
12th house.

The Sun is in the 10th house, in Pisces.
The Moon is in the 4th house, in Virgo.
Mars is in the 10th house, in Pisces.
Mercury is in the 10th house, in Pisces.
Jupiter is in the 2nd house, in Cancer.
Venus is in the 9th house, in Aquarius.
Saturn is in the 3rd house, in Leo.
Rahu is in the 3rd house, in Leo.
Ketu is in the 9th house, in Aquarius.

Mercury is lord of the 1st house and is in the 10th.
Moon is lord of the 2nd house and is in the 4th.
Sun is lord of the 3rd house and is in the 10th.
Mercury is lord of the 4th house and is in the 10th.
Venus is lord of the 5th house and is in the 9th.
Mars is lord of the 6th house and is in the 10th.
Jupiter is lord of the 7th house and is in the 2nd.
Saturn is lord of the 8th house and is in the 3rd.
Saturn is lord of the 9th house and is in the 3rd.
Jupiter is lord of the 10th house and is in the 2nd.
Mars is lord of the 11th house and is in the 10th.
Venus is lord of the 12th house and is in the 9th.
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Based on birthdate of 12/04/79, time of 11:20:58, at  New Delhi
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Lordships/Friendships of Planets for Sample Chart
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You might feel misunderstood by relatives and friends- like an outcaste, often just due to
misunderstandings.

You may suffer from some physical disability; learned, may face some criminal charges.

You may have kingly qualities and acqiure much wealth.

You may be a goldsmith or dealer of metals. You are religious minded.

You have a very strong mind and you are very determined. You can be detailed exacting,
talented and as such you are good at doing various types of intellectual work or office
work. But there is a split between your mental and actual lives. Although you are very
exact in your mind and able to do very good work, you are somehow not as exact in your
external actual life and thus you may not have the kinds of friends you want or the kind of
lover that you want. So there is a big difference between your outer life and your mental
life. Your mind is exacting, whereas, your actual life is more fluid and unsure of itself.

You earn out of watery products, will have reasonable wealth and afraid of others.

You do not enjoy good health. You will wander in foreign land. Few children. You will
lose money by theft or deceit. Fond of flattery.

You become expert in the higher branches of knowledge and will be honored in public
assemblies.

You become inauspicious and cause evil.

You become a town leader or head of some government department or industries.

You are more attached to parents and will be learned. This position favors research work
and frequent travel abroad or will be settled in foreign countries.

You are most likely inclined to network happily with the opposite gender, enjoying
romance and the thoughts of and pursuit of passion with partners of similar passion.

You are likely to have artistic inclinations or even pursue a career in art, especially if the
involved planets are located in favourable houses.

You will attain a high position, may be an advisor or equal to one.

Your father will be moderately rich.

Your 44th year will be a golden period.

You will possess a weak constitution and be sickly. One born under this combination will
not have a healthy constitution. It will lack the requisite power of resistance so that you
fall easy prey to disease.
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You will live on agriculture, will be rich and a moneylender.

You will have a beautiful son, attractive speech.

You will have a career in travel or something related to travel.

You will earn through illegal and immoral activities. More affinity to the servants and
other low class people.

You will be endowed with eloquent speech, wisdom, wealth and sons. You will be a
leader and be devoid of misery. You will also possess a pleasing body.

You will be highly educated and  liked by all.

You will be engaged in carrying out an idealistic pursuit for which you will have to give
up wealth and incur the wrath of society.

You will be morose, hard-hearted, shameless and be devoid of wealth, home and spouse.
This combination may have more telling effects on the marital life than on the question of
children. If it occurs in the 7th house, marriage is very adverse. Success in money matters
is very limited. If, however, the influence of Mars is less in this yoga, you will be learned
and wealthy.

You will acquire name and fame.

You will acquire a large kingdom and will protect your family.

In this combination, the third house, the lord of the third or Mars, the Karaka of the third
are somewhat strong, which tends to bless life matters connected to that house, like
younger siblings, communication abilities, higher education, courage, energy and
prowess.

Enjoys all the blessings of life.

Deprives of inheritance and disables earning ability.

Brings loss through theft and deception.

Bold and persevering. Liked by your superiors. Cruel and wicked at times. May become
the head of a section of the army or occupy some other equally important post.

At times you will be tempted to be seduced by sensual pleasures. You will be helpful to
your family members, however, will be likely to establish clandestine sexual relationships.
In the end you will realize the futility of such attachments.

At Ketu ruled times your mental balance might be disturbed you will quite often be in
conflict with others. Your ideas will clash with those of the people around you even when
you are right. This will happen because your ideas will lean towards understanding the
spiritual laws of nature.
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An advisor or having equivalent status.

A well aspected fourth house or a favourably placed fourth lord can indicate living in nice
houses, owning nice cars and having a fortunate mother or having a good relationship
with his. It is a beneficial indication for overall happiness in life.

A variation of "Daridra" Yoga is present in your chart. At times you will experience some
poverty or financial difficulties. This is a common and general combination that many
people have, and it accounts for the general type of troubles that come and go in most of
our lives.

A happy end; charming, fortunate, wealthy and jealous of the opposite sex.

A good body, peaceful mind, and endowed with happiness eloquence and intelligence.
You are wealthy and occupy a high position. You get prosperity and assistance from
influential persons, blessed with sons, golden speech, fortunate and charming.

A beautiful figure, lucky existence, sexual mingling.

In your chart, Mars is aspecting the Moon, which is a weak version of "Chandra Mangal"
Yoga, where Mars and the Moon occupie the same constellation. This combination will
definetely give your mind a passionate streak. You tend to be fiery and energized and
sometimes impatient and quicktempered. How exactly this will effect your life depends on
different other factors in the chart, like what other aspects the two involved planets
receive, what houses they occupie, and whether Mars is a benefic or a malefic for the
rising sign.

You are forceful and directed in your action; you will acquire money but may be cheated
by others.

Witty and inclined to commercial and enterprising type.

With the Moon in this position, you are nourished by relations and friends, who afford
you psychological support. Your problems arise from misplaced values in life; sometimes
your ideas lead you to perverse activities and behavior. However, you are likely to be
wealthy, and so cool that none can fathom what lies beneath your calm facade. Your
capacity for truly empathic relationships is your unique strength.

Venus or the Lord of the fourth house are somewhat blessed due to their presence in the
auspicious ninth or gainful eleventh house. Depending on various other factors in the
chart, this combination tends to have a positive effect on the number and qualitiy of
conveyances or properties.

Unhappy married life in spite of the fact that you will be wealthy and have all that is
required for leading a comfortable life.

This yoga blesses the second house and therefore tends to give an attractive face with a
nice looking smile and a pleasing voice.
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This combination is of some advantage to your career and rise in life and your reputation.

There may be separation from your spouse due to another. Be cautious in your dealings
with your mother.

The Moon and Mercury are in an angle and are each conjoining at least one malefic,
which forms one kind  of "Matibhramana" Yoga. This means, that mental disturbances
can occur at times. Depending on the number and the type of malefics that conjoin the two
mental planets and a number of other factors in the chart that need to be examined
carefully, mental imbalances can be anywhere from latent and sporadically occuring to
very severe and clinical.
On the other side, if such crucial personal factors in the chart like the Moon, Mercury or
the Ascendant are under the influence of especially Saturn or the Nodes, the person tends
to be emotionally deep and interested in spiritual matters. Such placements are also often
seen in the charts of psychics, yogis and ascetics.

The Ascendant lord, Venus or Jupiter are located in a Kendra, which will bless your
overall live to some degree. To have at least one good angular placement is of advantage
for material life in general. If all three planets are in Kendras, then the Yoga would have
an accordingly more strong and powerful effect. Fortune, wealth and other material
blessings would be almost guaranteed throughout life.

May occupy a high government post, but are restless in disposition and usually agitated.
Projects undertaken by you remain unfulfilled.

Intelligent and learned but restless and quarrelsome. Antagonistic to the government or
may act in opposition to the government. Controversial. Children do not survive or may
be ill.

Indicates an imposing personality.

Your Signs

Very powerful and courageous. Your intellect is sharp and you attain a good professional
status. Your ambitions run high. You earn money through your own effort and are very
self-reliant. Your attachment to others is marginal: when you feel that a particular
individual is of little use to you, you easily gives up the relationship.

This placement often gives rise to persons who are spiritually advanced. You are born in
order to receive a push which impels you to move beyond the mental level to a more
spiritual state of consciousness where you are sensitive to the needs of humanity at large.
Having been accorded affluent conditions and sensual pleasures, you also become
impressed by the supremacy of those higher powers which guide the progress of
individuals and the world. Through direct perception of that higher power, you may
progress very quickly on the path of spirituality.

10-Pisces in the Tenth house makes you very religious, an advocate of conventional
philosophies and morals. You want to work for a cause, and are never satisfied unless you
have attained the highest.
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04-When Virgo occupies the fourth house it causes you to engaged in accumulating
wealth and riches, though you may be unable to retain them. You are very intelligent and
capable of establishing a quick rapport with gifted or important persons, but your
openness, sympathy, and ambivalent disposition often bring you into contact with
unethical characters who discredit you and make you unhappy. However, you can retrieve
your position and clear yourself of any ignominy. You may have secret leanings toward
magic.

02-Cancer in the Second House makes your manner of speech very emotional, and there
may be fluctuations in your family relationships and financial status.

01-Gemini in the Ascendant gives you an attractive appearance. Usually tall, with large
hands and feet,you may be lean and thin with beautiful eyes and a sharp nose. Your
intelligence and pleasant demeanor make your face radiant. You have a special skill in
diplomatic negotiations, expertise in trade practices, a talent for dramatic performances,
and a great capacity to conceal your emotions. Ambivalence will be your outstanding
feature. You are often bashful and very selective in speech. You like to meet people,
travel extensively, and acquire knowledge. You have a special ability to influence people
and you delight in sporting with the opposite sex. You have an adaptable, dual
personality. You can be serious or trivial, depending on your mood and circumstances.
Success in life depends on intuitively understanding other people's thoughts and emotions.
This capacity to interpret the thoughts and feelings of others enbales you to be a very
successful writer or novelist. Among the planets, Venus has a special affinity with a
person born under this sign, while Mars, the Sun and Jupiter produce adverse results. The
Moon is a killer, but if posited with favorable planets may yield auspicious results. The
Moon, who is the lord of the 2nd, does not become a death-significator of a person born in
Gemini Ascendant. This is undoubted. You will have a dear spouse, be fond of ornaments,
charitable, respectable, will have two mothers, favorable even to your enemies, interested
in music, fine arts, amusement, poetry, gentle, fond of beautification, conceited, truthful,
impatient, crafty, have a few relatives, will possess limbs of irregular sizes, fierce in
appearance, will destroy even fearful enemies, and be endowed with lands, jewels, gold
etc.

Moon

You may have bent shoulders and hands, you will be a sweet speaker, and passionate.
There is an indication of two daughters.  You will be expert in various arts. There may be
frequent quarrels among siblings.

You are very intelligent and peace loving.

You are educated, patient, clever in mechanics and artisanship, rich and well-liked/well-
known. But your relationship with your mother is not good.

While she will generally have a calm nature, she has argumentative tongue which will
lead her into frequent friction with her relatives and her neighbors. However, she is
charitable and shows respect. She will have many servants. On the whole she will be
leading a comfortable life. She is fond of music, gets mastery over dances. Her husband
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will be a most handsome man. She cannot enjoy good health. This is mainly due to her
non-care nature about her health.

This placement will make you very happy, beautify yourself richly, be firm in disposition,
virtuous, enjoy pleasures, be well-disposed towards elders and be pious.

The Moon is a soothing planet which replaces the Sun's radiance with an attractive
coolness. The Moon in the Fourth house makes you approachable by everyone, high and
low, rich and poor. A sympathetic chord resounds when we meet someone with the Moon
in the Fourth house. The depth of the ocean is in your eyes and the tranquility of your
disposition can quiet the most turbulent emotions in others. Motherly affection, nice cars,
pleasant travel and universal respect give a sense of contentment which makes you non-
competitive with others. You are popular among relations and loved by the opposite sex.
You are affluent, but often afflicted by physical problems. Your mother will be short-lived
if the Moon is in the 4th house. The person with the Moon in the 4th house always
becomes a great authority with the help of brethren. Early life is not very happy and
smooth. Full family support including that of spouse and children; and encouragement
from them. The 4th house is for environment, home, parents and their end of life--
especially of the mother. If a strong Moon is posited in the 4th house, you are powerful,
with a rank like a treasurer; youthful with pleasant spouse and children; plenty of
prosperity. Helpful to friends; favors adulteresses, sickness from food; lives in palatial
houses. Charitable. Marine trade including fishery, pearl and shell; import and export of
goods. Devoted to God and godly people; gain from agriculture. With a full Moon in the
4th house you are born with a silver spoon in your mouth. Your mother may have been
ailing; so you may have been breastfed by a nurse. Debauch. The Moon of the 4th house
makes you virtuous, large-hearted, a person of authority, melancholy, learned, well-versed
in scriptures; and fortunate. If the Moon is in movable signs, you have to change residence
frequently. Wealth, property inherited from the mother; devotion to mother, gives good
luck. The latter half of life is happier than the or earlier. Ambition for happiness is
fulfilled. You keep yourself fit and stout. Income from mines; marriage brings riches,
good luck and estate. You will be endowed with relatives, paraphernalia and conveyances,
charitable, fond of traveling by water and will neither be very happy nor be miserable.
You will be free from the excesses of happiness and unhappiness. So to say, you will have
a balanced position in regard to this aspect and will be generally happy. You will gain
position through relatives, will occupy good positions in banks, financial institutions etc.
You will be learned, addicted to the opposite sex, endowed with various kinds of wealth,
will eat non-vegetarian items and will live in beautiful abodes. (One may be always sick if
the Moon is not strong being in the 4th house.)

Reversals of fortune through impulsiveness and rashness.

 1. Physical features: You will have an attractive body that others will be envious of. You
will be tall and well proportioned. You will have luxurious hair, although you prefer to
keep it short.  2. Character and general events: Your desire for freedom and associatin
with those of questionable behavior may lead to problems. You may need to control your
pride. You may possess a hungry appetite for sense gratification. Try to curb your to
desire to remain unmotivated. You may have one or two close friends. You may be
involved in activities that others do not approve of.  3. Education, sources of earning/
profession: You will have your education in science. You may be a nurse, model or a film
actor. If Planets are not well  placed, you may be employed in agricultural field.  4. Family
life: YOu may be separeted, divorced or gain little happiness from your spouse.In some
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cases there is no indiction of no children.   5. Health: There may be some illness related to
the reproductive organs.

 Well-versed in poetry and astrology. You are victorious in controversies or debates. Very
clever and efficient.

1. General results of being born in Chitra Nakshatra:  1. Physical features: You have a
lean body. In some cases there is an indication of a stout and tall body. You can be
recognized or identified in a crowd of hundreds of people through your magnificent
dealings and expressions. There is a hidden inherent gift of having wonderful ideas that
may intially appear silly that are later viewed as excellent. There is also an inherent gift of
intuition. You are the type of person who is very much fit for the astrological profession
where intuition is very much needed. In some cases it is also noticed that you may
experience dreams that come true.This  indirectly indicates that a divine power may be
installed in the psyche of Chitra born.  You are the type of person who is not bothered
about the sentiments of others nor are you selfish to others. Your dealings with the poor
will be very cordial and full of kindness. You may be mistaken by others as rude and
stingy. Guard your tendency to speak before you think. You may have to confront your
enemies at every step but are capable of escaping any conspiracy. You have a soft spot for
those in need and spend your energy in their upliftment.  3. Education, sources of income/
profession: Obstacles in life  are no problem for you. You can overtake all  hurdles with
courage and hard work. You may not lead a comfortable life up to the age of 32 years. The
period between 33 years and 54 years of age will be your golden period. One of the
redeeming features of Chitra born is that you receive help from unexpecte places without
much effort.   4. Family life: While you love and respect your siblings and parents, you
may expereince some doubts concerning them. You may not  enjoy the benefit, love and
affection of your father. You may even live seperate from her, she may be famous or
successful. You are more attached to your mother and enjoy benefit from the maternal
side. There is a saying that the Chitra born cannot stay in the house where you are born.
This may manifest in many ways, you may travel and live far from your home town or
your childhood home may be destroyed.In any case you will settle far from home. Married
life may be considerably strained, while the marriage will be stable, the relationship
between the couples may not be cordial, at times leading to frequent friction on small
matters.  5. Health: There may be some difficulty with internal organs.

Bestows more happiness after the marriage or death of parents.

Charitable and religious, given to science in general and studies of deep truths, intuitive,
quiet, fertile imagination, loves change, voyaging and any new idea, opposite sex, may be
able to understand the philosophy of life, popular, unhappy married life and many
daughters. Indigestion. Attached to the opposite sex, attractive, learned, possibly a teacher
of religion or some stricture, an eloquent speaker, truthful, pure, valorous, kind to living
beings, interested in others affairs (possibly a gossip), forgiving, fortunate.

Moon connected with Mars indicates extreme sensitivity. The Moon/Mars person may
also be reckless, explosive and impulsive in action.

Moon in earth signs is more contained and doesn't want to express itself like fire. You will
be more conservative. You are cautious in new circumstances until you know where you
are, you like being cautious a foreign land until understanding the surroundings. You want
to carefully take the next step and avoid risk.
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Sun

Your Jupiter improves your Sun by aspecting her, so predictions herein based on the Sun
alone, which don't consider Jupiter's aspect, should be taken as being "improved".

You will lead a very honorable life and will visit religious places.

You do not enjoy material comforts, for some karmic stigma is always and invariably
attached to you. Despite great achievements, you feel that your contribution to and
involvement with society should have been different.

You are a strong woman which is not the usual feminine lady, so you may not be so easy
to motivate to action, and may be an outcast. This may not be bad, but undoubtedly some
will think you are bad.

Very learned; wealthy; found moving about in well connected places. You occupy a high
position in life overall. You make spiritual progress and are known for your knowledge
and authority on such matters. You are a very positive and shining soul on a positive path
in this incarnation.

This placement draws you to the center of power. You acquire a role in the administration
of your country. Your mind goes straight to the central point in any argument or
discussion and you intuitively understands the motivations of others. You are learned in
Vedantic philosophy and are not interested in ritualistic observances. You dislike flattery
in social behavior. You run your business or industry very successfully and profitably.
Your mother's ailments cause you constant worry. You might feel remorseful due to
separation from partner or friend. You attain success, favor and reputation through hard
work. Parents suffer; husband and children cause anxiety; you tend to be friendless,
dissipated and bold. It may be observed that except for professional and vocational
success, there is no relieving feature in your life. With this placement you are blessed with
wealth & jewels; education, honor and success; valor, love for music & art, talent,
kindness and generosity; service to saints, high moral standard, power, authority, trust,
conveyance, frugality and firmness, kinsfolk and children. You gain fame through great
learning and are able to accumulate wealth; When the Sun reaches the height at noon,
human activities are at height. Likewise, when you are in the Zenith in the horoscope of
birth (i.e. on the 10th cusp), one is likely to reach enviable heights in life. You were born
at such a time, and that is somewhat rare. You are intelligent, rich, strong and will be
endowed with conveyances, relatives and sons, you will succeed in your undertakings, be
valorous, unconquerable and great. At times you will be separated from your near and
dear. Your mother will contract many kinds of illnesses. You will be wealthy, happy with
regard to your father, be very learned, famous, strong, pure, liberal and happy. You will be
interested in music and dances. You will suffer illness in the later part of your life. You
will, however, have mental worries throughout.

This placement bodes well for your father in general.
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May be cruel in your actions and lack truthfulness in your speech but you have strength,
stamina and a forceful personality. You should exercise proper discretion. Martial careers
such as Police Work, Defense, etc. may interest you. Traits of being splendorous,
valorous, strong and fierce may appear, along with the negative traits of being dull-witted,
strong, a liar, sinful, and disposed towards harming other living beings.

Holds a high post as a leader, good for political success.

Blessed with spouse, sons and friends, victor, renowned, rich. Gain from shipping over
water, photography, pearls, legacy, partnership or marriage. You are friendly, a collector
of things, fond of the opposite sex and happy, learned, overcome enemies and obstacles.
Nice family of your own is indicated, eloquence in speaking, but often you lie, may have
diseases of the private areas of the body.

Mars

You may suffers from wounds, weapons and plague.

You distributes generously as you accumulate. A mixture of opposites-timid and bold,
indolent and active. Anxious, successful as jailer, inspector, hotel keeper etc. Success
through friends. Fear of drowning, fire, poisoning, disappointment in love affairs. (If
afflicted, trouble through every source. specially due to own carelessness in speech and
action.) Troubled by disease, indifferent children, lives in foreign lands, insulted by own
relatives, loses wealth by cunning and cheating disposition, will be depressed in spirits,
miserable, will disrespect elders and saintly persons, unkind, desirous, fond of praises and
sometimes will receive fame.

Wealthy and never subdued by your enemies. You engage in physical exercise, but you
are is devoid of spouse and happiness. Gives prosperity and makes you a renowned
sportsman or athelete.

Mars produces fiery enthusiasm in the Tenth house. Energizing the astro-mental
component of the human personality, it will make you an idealist who is ready to sacrifice
your life for a cause. Such an individual can wage war ruthlessly if you considers it
necessary; you can abandon your dearest kith and kin, provided you does so for a cause;
and you can be a passionate lover when the fire is enkindled in your heart. Generally,
Mars will make you courageous, devoted, respectful and ambitious. You may be a fine
engineer, doctor or organizer, and a fiery speaker. In all social interactions you will play
the role of leader, and you will be more interested in action than in debate or negotiation.
Bold, merciless, residing far from the birth place; wicked, living with low people.
Extravagant and vicious. Unworthy sons. You are impulsive; feelings and emotions over-
rule the rational mind, dominated by the passionate or forceful side of nature. Trouble
through ambition, independence, domination and aggressiveness. Defamation, whether
deserved or not. Death of parents or discord with them. You are full of courage, energy,
enterprise, force; but will gain from service corresponding to the nature of Mars than own
business. If Mars in the 10th house, If feminine signs rise in the lagna of this person,
promotion after hard labor and personal efforts. Masculine signs, rising in the lagna of this
person, will cause wind falls. This Mars in the 10th house is Maraka to maternal uncle.
Mars in Tenth House You, who hasn't got Mars in the 10th house, has also no chance to
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celebrate marriages and other auspicious occasions in your family. Your jobs without
much effort are spontaneously finalized. You has plenty of attendants. Even if born in a
low family, you attains lion-like success-uncrowned king and popular leader of the
populace under the benefic influence of this Mars. You with Mars in the 10th house gets
wealth from the royal court, relatives, agriculture and friends. Continued success. Valiant,
self made, Auspicious celebrations are frequently held. Prosperous, contented, glorious,
generous, philanthropic, enthusiastic, pleasure loving and cruel. This person is influential,
renowned, wealthy, gallant. If Mars in the 10th house, Longevity to brother. Gain in 18th
year from business, royal favor or own efforts.

Good at business, commerce. Plants, timber, trees, inks, oils. Diplomacy and speaking/
writing are good too. You have good ingenuity for things such as medicine, arts, crafts.
Marriage is not helped by this however. You may contact troubled friends from broken
relationships and have affairs with them. Although you are active, you sometimes want to
live at the expense of others. You have to deal with an unlucky spouse and may have to
also deal with people who lose their spouses and go around causing trouble to others
because of their inability to take full responsibility for their lives and actions. May be an
architect or a machinist/metallurgist, or good at making chemical combinations such as
medicines, or a carpenter, also has good salesmanship abilities or a bit of a cheating/
misleading mentality. Mars makes you a good fighter.

Gains wealth and leads a comfortable life.

Mercury

You may suffer from diseases due to bile.

You live by intuition, humanitarian; sea voyaging; good humored; versatile; devoted
partner, progeny denied. Pliable temperament. Strong memory. Talented.

You have the ability to be a good writer; wealthy; reliable; leads a luxurious life; a tender
body. Your conduct in marriage is approved by gentlefolk.

You have a natural tendency to be an editor, publisher, printer, newspaper owner, or a
dealer in stationery.

You can be a little too sneaky or crafty, suffer from an agitated mind, and unsteadiness.

You become a successful businessman as well as a very logical philosopher. Whatever
else you do, you will finally achieve the object of life's mission.

With your computer-like brain, and high intelligence, you are well-versed in the sciences
and can excel as a writer, an advisor or treasurer of an important person or business. Your
gentle character gives you respect from your family.

This placement promotes communication and gives many friends, it also indicates stong
emotions and the tendency to be overly sensitive to criticism. You may find that your
relationships may be kept at some distance due to your emotional nature. Guard against
making unreasonable demands upon your friends.
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Mercury makes you very social, intelligent, and amiable. Your demeanor is so flexible
that every type of social group accepts you in its fold without reservation. You have the
ability to mix with the high and low with equal ease. You possess special expertise in the
legal profession, economics, trade and commerce, business management and accounting.
You can make agood teacher as well. Your efficiency as adiplomat or negotiator will be
pronounced and often you inherit wealth and property. You can get recognition, name and
fame due to your wealth; sagaciousness; administrative powers, ability to do justice. Firm
in both reward and punishment. Revered, tactful, soft-spoken, oracular. Gain of wealth,
conveyance and garments. This placement may bring you prosperity in every respect. You
get patrimony, attendants, conveyances, gold & jewelry, dress material, property;
politician; most trusted employee of the court. Bold, prosperous, handsome, brainy, calm,
pious and ingenious. Knowledge of art, science and all higher educational or enlightening
subjects; well- known, rich and jovial. You like to involve yourself in higher intellectual
activities. You easily gainsuccess right from start of every job undertaken; strong and
flourishing. Truth loving, courteous, brave, you involve yourself in good deeds; you often
possess every kind of material wealth; lustful and luxury-loving. You tend to be rich,
devoted to your preceptors, and accumulate wealth by own efforts. Gain in the 19th year.
Eloquent. Living by poetic work and handicraft; enjoying conveyance and mother's
blessings. Gain through writing and business; by developing potentiality amongst the
inert. Success and recognition in business will depend on the aspects and the signs it
occupies. Gain from public service or responsible positions. You may be a novelist,
reporter, lecturer, teacher, traveler, employee, electrician, occultist, psychologist. Dealer
in occult literature, antiquities and inventions. If alone: Exporter, wholesaler, distributor
or commission agent. In airy signs this Mercury gives fluent speech for business activities.

Jupiter

You will live in a nice home, may be a leader in society, possess very good vehicles, and
always seeking more knowledge in life.

You will be wealthy, Iearned in many branches of science, religion and scripture. You
may be attracted to intoxication, particularly smoking. You will acquire considerable
wealth and  enjoyment.

You will be engaged in good deeds.

You may have a second marriage late in life. Jupiter in the 2nd gives many good qualities
along all general lines such as education, looks, wealth, family, etc. It is an overall good
placement. Some of the words used for this good placement include: handsome, scholarly,
skilled, reputed, friendly, social, perfect, benevolent, modest, rich and gets royal favor in
27th year. Poet, fickle, a little too heavy of a leader to your own people, rich, happy with a
beautiful partner; makes adversaries, especially through speaking out. Generous,
considerate, enlightened, appreciates merit, adept, contented, dispassionate, polite, fond of
noble company, bold, scholar, discreet, business wealth and conveyance. Accumulation of
wealth, royal authority and power, healthy, sociable, loves delicacies cheerful and logical.
You are rich, wise and logical. Wealth in the 16th year. Very strong. Late marriage. Early
separation or death of the father, leaving no patrimony. If it is there, hostility between
father and son. Incomplete education. Your family or society may criticize and oppose
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you. Your heart and mind are in poetry-both composition and recitation. Because of
religious mindedness and fair-mindedness, you would make a fair judge or director giving
rewards or punishments. May not be good for sexual potency--may not like the period
following the act of sex. To others you may not appear to have status or wealth. You
speak sweet and short. Family and relatives is good. Your honor is important to you very
much so.

You may feel superior and have a strong desire for recognition and will want your life to
have impact- to matter to others.  You will want to help others.

You are sociable and well liked by all. Culturally embellished in dress and manor etc.
Benevolent at heart, but dominant also. Devoted to the mother and your own heartfelt
feelings. This placement comes once every 12 years and lasts for a year, so everyone born
during that year has this Jupiter in Cancer. It marks a particular generation as a little
special.

You are able to enjoy respectability, culture, social prestige, renown, and wealth.  You can
become proficient in the higher branches of knowledge. This means that it is favorable for
you to study the ancient scriptures on subjects such as astrology, chanting of sacred hymns
correctly, speaking on the meaning of the scriptures etc.

Venus

Your personal beauty and sense of pleasure is nicely and strongly under the influence of
Saturn because your Venus is in one of Saturn's signs and also aspected by Saturn. This
placement grants a good position, especially amongst true intellectuals and the working
class, gives you luxuries of many types. But, the nice thing is that you remain "a person of
the world", not averse to third world cultures or peoples. You move naturally amongst the
downtrodden and shine amongst them. You make the old cultures and ways seem
beautiful and worldly. A natural placement for one found importing antiques from foreign
cultures, or dark, older antiques, or helping to uplift the masses very carefully and
beautifully.

Venus provides a sensitivity which enables you to vibrate to a higher frequency and learn
how to dissolve your self-consciousness by merging it with something else. The object of
assimilation may be an ideal for which you fight, a goal you want to achieve, or even the
beloved with whom you desire, but the central theme in all of these is self-forgetfulness,
aroused by sensitivity and the desire for union with something sublime, higher than
oneself. You are a money-lender; all are indebted to you. Grows richer. Religious,
charitable, daily distribution of free food; known for piety. Gain through servants,
attendants and relatives. Robust. There isn't a man in town who does not take a loan from
you. They pay interest and make you richer. Your residence is outstanding. Gain through
brothers and physical comforts. Pious and generous. You are for a spiritual existence and
holiness. Stout, large hearted, blessed with spouse, friends; service to preceptor; kind host;
prosperous; learned; fortunate; self-made; patrimony for the good of respectable people,
festivity, pilgrimage, guests. Contented, simple living, thin, respected by own community.
Wealth gain in 15th year and luck in 25th. Gain of garments. Calm and balanced,
conveyance. Devout, austere, offers adoration, oceanic sign on the feet, enjoyments and
sexual pleasure, blessed with a long living father. You have a very refined and artistic
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temperament; intellectual giant for all kinds of intellectual exercises; kind and
sympathetic; fond of art and music, pure literature, social intercourse with intellectual
persons. Success abroad, gain through travel and sea voyage. Gain through relatives by
marriage, marriage to a foreigner, or to one like-minded.

Venus has much to do with our sense of beauty and pleasures and Aquarius is a sign ruled
by "low class" yet "truly philosophical" Saturn. The combination of these two in your
chart means that your sense of beauty will not be the "norm" but rather, shaped by an
appreciation for the earthy, the basic, the third world, the deep, the working class. For
example, in America, although Mexico is considered a much "poorer" country, still, some
Americans find it in Vogue to dress in colorful and festive Mexican clothing, and they
like the connection between "the real people" of the poor countries and themselves,
feeling that it brings them closer to "real beauty". They prefer to dress like the peasants of
the third world, as opposed to wearing the stream lined fashions of their own society. This
kind of connection is indicated by this combination. It further indicates that you can be
very thoughtful about romance and love, philosophizing on these matters at length.
Aquarius is a very philosophical and high-minded sign, indicating the descent of divine
truth on one and all. Venus rules over romance and love in general. So, this combination
is a natural one found amongst those who think much about the truth regarding love and
pleasure.

Luck through children. First daughter gives stable gain; first son gives gain in the
beginning and loss in the end.

Saturn

Long life will be conferred.

Overall favorable tendencies.

This placement confers overall strength or protection to your life.

Trouble and sorrow through accidents, partner and children. You are often prone to worry.
Although you may have studious and good looking qualities, you are often unhappy,
criticized by others and short tempered.

You may have an interrupted education, rebellious children, and perverse acquaintances,
but your employees will be amenable and you will be lucky in your profession.
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Rahu

You have the capacity to handle and manage difficult tasks. You will travel abroad
extensively. You may accumulate wealth on account of your foreign association.

You do not deal so nicely with your own people, family or race. Suffers headaches,
ailments, is sensual and short lived. Rich and strong.

Blessed with sons, sharp and reputed, capacity to handle and manage difficult
organizations; kind. Enterprising, balanced, self-made, confident, much property,
traveling abroad. State-recognition and wealthy. Late progeny. Sometimes unfortunate and
friendless. Over-critical. Impotent if in Lagna.

03-Rahu in the Third House causes trouble to siblings, but otherwise helpful in enabling
you to acquire material conveniences. You secure physical comforts, wealth, children, and
a good spouse; you have many friends and may acquire expensive cars. This Rahu does
not bode well for the birth of children. You are sharp, inclined to spiritualism or higher
educational disciplines. Good fortune and success through affectionate dealings,
neighbors, journeys, writing or publishing. Denotes bravery, courage, industry, fortune,
wealth, state honor, health; with many friends; travel, annihilator of the enemy.
Agricultural wealth. Matchless in prowess. Strong, treats all as brethren. Fortunate. You
are most lucky and extend friendship to all. Least actively benevolent; toughest in most
difficult work. Sleepless nights for the enemy; renowned; lives in luxury; trouble for
brothers; wretched; affluent; valiant. Artless; state authority; charitable; proud; firm
minded; long living. Rahu, in the third house, will make her brothers prosperous.

Ketu

The presence of Ketu in the Ninth house leads to a blossoming of liberated consciousness
regardless of the sign involved. This planet, though shadowy, has a most potent effect in
dissolving all material attachments. It disengages you from the physical conditions of life
and links you with the universe at large. It produces a different vision, a new approach to
the problems of life, and consequently a sublime ethic of its own. Under its influence you
become "a person of the other world." Desirous of sons. Fortune and favor through
foreigners. Trouble and loss through brothers and pain in arms. People laugh at your
penance and donations. You feel the absence of sons. Your generosity is considered a
boast. Short-tempered, eloquent, convert, critical, brave, jealous of father, vain, spiritless,
arrogant. Unfortunate. You are blessed with wealth and a son. Gain through foreigners
and success over troubles. Brothers are in difficulty; much pain and suffering in both the
arms. Mocked at for religious fervor and activities; you are not according to the scriptures.
Trouble for father since childhood. Luck not favoring. No desire for pilgrimage. You
overcome anguish. Valiant, well-armed, absence of friends, wealth; piety and modesty;
worried about relatives and sons. Poverty. This Ketu keeps you free from many troubles
and calamities. Satisfaction through asceticism and benevolence. May be a leader or
advisor, fame, glory, wisdom, generosity, kindness and devotion. Voyages bring misery
and misfortune; strange dreams; punishment in foreign lands.
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You will be a clever speaker.

First Family

Your siblings will thrive in business and will have ranks and high status in the society.
They will help you in your business.

Your siblings will not thrive in business and will not have ranks and high status in the
society. Your siblings will not help you in your business.

This placement is not good for the father or your relationship with her depending on other
factors in the chart.

A sibling may be of questionable character and participate in illegal activity.

A sibling may be in government service.

Health

Some experiences of disease will come to you, especially during periods related to the
Lord of the 1st house.

Physical felicity somewhat stripped away.

Ill health and hard luck in general appear.

Diseases will have a hard time overwhelming you.

 Your overall health and well-being is helped and increased. This kind of general, positive
placement removes other negative forces in your chart.

Career/Work

You are good at calculations and clear and effective dealings with facts and figures.
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Wealth

You will acquire property.

You will acquire wealth through mother, lands, agriculture, education, friends,
conveyance and vehicles.

You will have many gains in your trade. You may also earn money through performing
religious rites, sacrifices etc.

Religion

Your father and teachers may experience difficulties.  You may be born in a less fortunate
family or suffer ill health.  You will tend to not have total devotion to religious leaders,
and be pessimistic about performing charity.

Other Fortunes

 Highly intelligent, and may show interest in poetry, prose, drama, Mathematics, and
higher branches of learning such as philosophy and religion. Your fame will spread. May
be extremely wealthy, blessed with spouse and offspring, fortunate and revered by great
personalities." Notes: Although it sounds very lofty, this Yoga is somewhat common. Not
VERY common, but somewhat. Many persons who are actually religious and good have
this Yoga. It is sort of a guarantee that the person is a good person in a number of ways.
They have some depth to their person, some feeling, some intelligence, wealth, learning,
etc.

A hand-to-mouth existence.

Good life in general, wealth, intelligence.

Wealthy.

You can be fabulously rich. Your demeanor-including gait, speech and social
relationships-will be regal. Your spouse will be a source of much inspiration and marriage
will enhance your status. You will enjoy profitable partnerships in business and trade.
Towards the latter part of your life, your affluence reaches its peak.
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Children

You may have an adopted child, or may  look after the children of others.

Fame

Fame and power will be conferred in this period.

Death

Your health and longevity gets a positive push.

Astrological Points

The Moon will give favorable results during her periods.

Mercury will give favorable results during her periods.

Mars' Dasha will be very fortunate and Jupiter's Dasha will be ordinary.

Good conditions will prevail in the periods of the 11th lord, good and bad results will be
equal during the periods of the 10th lord.  You will not much enjoy recognition or
prosperity in the sub-period of the 11th lord.

Other General Readings

With this placement you will find more happiness in the middle part of life.

You may have a duplicious nature in religious matters, appearing one way externally, and
feeling differently internally.

Your children may become very wealthy and fortunate. You will be very powerful, do
well and will be a friend of highly paced people. You are intelligent and educated. You
will have many people who listen to your advice.

Your father will be a reputed person and charitable. You will get wealth by divine grace.

Your intellect and energy have teamed up in this life. You are not the kind of person who
studies without acting, rather what you think deep inside flows out into your actual
activities. This is very good for things for such activities as sports and other engagements
in life which require good thinking joined with quick deliberate actions. Doctors benefit
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from this combination, as do other professions where the person must think and act on
their feet.

Your profession may be looked down upon.  You are in service to others, and at times you
may lose work and be poor.




